NRHH Update
OTMs for April are due tomorrow! They’re transitioning their new exec board, and they’re having a surprise event week 9! There’s a NRHH Relay for Life team with the name iHope

Funding Slate
Budgetary Update
Residence Hall Support- $1074.25
RHA Sponsored- $100
Other RHA Programming- $935- There is also a $1000 roll over from last term

Name of the Organization: RHA ELRs
Name of the Event: Casino Night
Total Cost: $1000
Amount Requested from RHA: $1000
Date of Event: May 22nd from 7-9pm
Budget Line: Other RHA Programs
  • This was killed in committee with a 2-5-0 vote

Name of the Organization: LLC Hall Government
Name of the Event: LLC Block Party
Total Cost: $2177
Amount Requested from RHA: $750
Date of Event: May 16
Budget Line: Res Hall Support
  • Passed committee with a 6-0-1 vote

The funding slate passed with a 15-1-2 vote

Allocation
Yours truly presented the allocation that has to be tabled for a week, there were no questions or discussion.

Door Policy
The same policy as last week, where we would open the fire doors between the halls in Bean. The Bean West staff rep wanted to note that there is a lot of student support for this for next year, and that the residents would appreciate this. We voted to pass this policy with a 19-0-1 vote!

Constitution Edits
These edits are on the website. We can vote on them all this week.
Constitution
• Article 1- expanded our mission to be more inclusive. This passed with a 20-0-0 vote
• Article 3- organizational and clarification edits. This passed with a 19-0-0 vote
• Article 4- organizational and clarification edits. This passed with a 19-0-0 vote
• Article 6- changes the structure of the finance committee to function more autonomously. General council would only be able to get a yay or nay vote. This also gives the ADC power to hold emergency meetings.
  o The LLC Staff rep opposes this because they feel that it puts a lot of power on the ADC and creates inefficiency.
  o The Bean West Staff rep believes that this is a good amendment because it gives the finance rep’s position more value, and stops the repetitiveness for the finance committee when they listen to finance discussions/presentations twice. They have concerns though
  o The Barnhart RHA rep believes that this request is valid because those people who are interested in going to the finance committee can, and they can talk about their interests
  o The LLC finance rep also believes that the current structure is redundant, and that the way the finance rep position is structured should be to represent the interests of the hall. Also, bigger requests will still have to be tabled.
  o The Ham West RHA rep believes that this could give the finance rep a purpose, but is worried that this amendment could make the funding request process more confusing
  o The Barnhart Rep also mentioned that having the finance meeting within general council would make the position completely irrelevant
  o The LLC RHA Rep also believes that perhaps there should be a finance meeting once a week, but that funding stuff for RHA should be in general council, rather than a redundant meeting beforehand.
  o The EAC also mentioned that hopefully people would have more forethought when requesting money, and will think ahead.
  o The Bean West staff rep pointed out that passing this request would get rid of redundancy
The finance rep of Hamilton West believed that the elected RHA finance reps have the best interests of their hall governments in mind, and they take that into consideration when they vote in the finance committee. He also pointed out that only once this entire year did the finance committee nix an item which was then brought back by general council. This worst case scenario has only happened once.

The Barnhart staff rep believes that we should trust the finance reps to make these decisions, and that an important part of any organization is delegation.

The Walton South is concerned that general council wouldn’t get to see the presentations brought to the finance committee.

The RHA Advisor thinks that maybe the purpose of the finance committee could work as a body that does intense questioning.

The Carson RHA rep was worried that this amendment gave away too much power from general council.

The vote passed with a 13-6-1 vote.

**Bylaws**
- Article 1 - use the most recent copy of Robert Rules of Order. The vote passed with a 17-1-2 vote.
- Article 3 passed with a 19-0-0 vote
- Article 4 passes with a 19-0-0 vote
- Article 5 clarifies election procedures. The vote passed with a 17-0-3 vote

**Addendum**
- Section A had organizational and clarification edits. We had to vote on whether or not to vote, and we’re voting. The final vote approved the motion with a 17-1-2.
- Section B changed the hall government president position to also support other hall government presidents, and meet with the RHA president once a week. There were other organizational and clarification edits. This passed with a 19-0-0 vote

**Hall Government Updates**
- Barnhart - the millrace cleanup is on the 17th. You can sign up at the service centers. They’re sponsored by Pepsi
- LLC - planning the block Party! Working with catering has proven tricky, but they’re working with the Head of Dining to find another option perhaps within Dux Bistro, they appreciate your help!
Exec Updates

- Natasha- Glowing Karaoke is THIS THURSDAY from 8-11pm in this room, LLC Performance Hall. Come sing, eat snacks, and have some glowing fun!
- Sierra- I have been preparing our delegates for NACURH 2014 that is 23 days from now, which has been super exciting. We have completed our roll call which is a short clip that introduces our school to the conference and shows our association with in our region.
- Kelly- I have been emailing out all of our proposals, so much joy. I am working with ASUO on a committee to fill spots on another committee. Robin Holmes is coming to our meeting next week. She will probably be giving a short little presentation. I expect you all to be on your best behavior, respectful and smiling faces are much appreciated
- Matika- Wow, I have nothing.